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FOQ 1: The students used 
an effective method of 
research to find out the 
current marketing mix.

FOQ 2: The there a good 
evaluation of the findings 
and some consideration of 
different points of view.

FOQ 3: The action plan is 
based on evidence from the 
research and is completed to 
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FOQ 1: An acceptable research 
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marketing mix. Some evaluation 
is provided to contribute to the 
action plan.
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Business Report Starbucks Marketing Mix 

Introduction: 

This document is used to present my group's findings on the marketing mix (the 4 p's: Product, 

Place, Price and Promotion) on the Mocha which is sold at Starbucks. 

The ingredients in the Mocha are: 

o Milk

o Brewed espresso

o Mocha sauce water

o Sugar

o Cocoa

It is sometimes topped with whipped cream and has very high levels of caffeine: 

Size 

Short 

USA Caffeine 

85mg 

Global Caffeine 

90mg 



Tall 

Grande 

Venti 

95mg 

175mg 

180mg 

1-omg

175mg

255mg

As you can see, this is not very healthy. This is something we should change. 

Rationale: 

♦ We want to change the product (Mocha) because the current version is not healthy.
♦ We aim to come up with a healthier alternative, at a competitive price.

Research methods: 

► For our CBA we used two research method types, they were:

i. Desk Research: Gathering and analyzing information, already available in print or

published on the internet.

ii. Field Research: Collecting data that is new and or original, in ways such as, surveys

or interviews.

The type of desk research we did was based going on to different websites and gathering 

information about Starbucks, specifically their Mocha including their marketing mix, 

which is all information relating to their business activity, I.e. Pricing, product placement 

and marketing strategies used. We thought this was a good idea as we would be able to 

gain the information we specifically needed. Also, meant that our reporting would be 

accurate, 

We knew some information ourselves but was a good way to make sure that the 

information we use<l was correcc. When we were doing this, we would have searched 

"How is the mocha from Starbucks made?" or "Who are Starbucks competitors?". After 

researching this our information came up, we then check multiple sites to ensure the 

information was correct. When we made sure it was we either wrote it down in our CBA 

copy or online in the One Note folder that was made specifically made for this type of 

research. We also made sure that we took note of the website to then help us reference 



for our reflection/research sheets. From this research we expected to gather our 

information easily and efficiently. 

The type of field research we did was to create a survey for our peers to complete. We 

thought this would be a good idea as when we were deciding on an idea we wanted to 

change from their marketing mix and the specific product we wanted to see if that was 

something else that people our age would like. It was also a nicer option of gathering our 

information as it was a product that most of our classmates enjoy, we sent the survey to 

our class to find our results, it was super helpful and if we were to do this again we 

would use this method. We thought this was the best option to do as our class were also 

doing their CBA and we wouldn't have the time to ask them the question individually so 

by us sending them a link they could do it in their own time. 

We expected to get a variety of results as not everybody thinks the same, or maybe what 

we thought would work well might not have. It was just a good indicator for us to see 

where we were going exactly with our project. When we created the survey, we came up 

with good and non-biased questions that would not alter anyone's opinion, we then 

created the survey on this application called "Forums" which was available on our 

Microsoft Office page. One member typed up the questions and layed out the survey, we 

also then proof read it co make sure that it made sense before sending it to our class. 

After a week we then came back to the survey and checked our results then printed two 

copies. 

Action plan for implementing research findings (marketing mix and 

financial information) 

 

Changes have been made to Starbucks pervious marketing mix to improve the 4p's of Starbucks, 

were going to focus on the Product. 



Product 

After much research on multiple sources we found out that_St.'lrbucks's Mocha was one of the 

unpopular drinks in Starbucks, I myself personally liked the Mocha so after a quick discussion we 

decided that we wanted to improve it. 

A big factor is how were going to improve the Mocha, 

The Mocha consists of, Espresso, srcamcd milk ;ind mocha svrup, Sugars 35g, 2'% milk and whipped 

cream, the size is Grande and costs on average 4 euro. 

After looking at the sugar levels of the mocha we decided to change it to decrease the amount of 

sugar for a healthier drink but after some time thinking we decided that decreasing the amount sugar 

in this beverage would cost it to be less tasty and less people would buy it. 

So how arc we going to make it healthier yet still have a great taste, items in stores today can offer to 

have less sugar or without sugar but compared to the items with sugar it doesn't quite taste the same, 

and people these days would sacrifice the sugar levels for a good tasting product. 

So, here's what we decided to do, 

First, we decided to replace the normal sugar with artificial sweeteners, now I know what you might 

be thinking, some artificial sweeteners may be harmful or addictive or worse than sugar but the 

artificial sweetener we chose was Advantame, it is made up of from aspartame and vanillin, which is 

basically an artificial version of vanilla extract and get this, it has zero calories! It is also approved in 

the E.U as food additive 969 so it is an approved artificial sweetener. 

The cost of advantame is 1 % or less the price of sugar per unit of sweetness. 

Price in Com1>-1rison to Sugar 

Mvantame 

0.00 0.20 040 0.60 O.EIJ 1.00 



Advantame will tempt consumers with healthy and great tasting Mocha and increase the sale rates of 

the Mocha. 

How will it affect the price? 

Now imagine that If 1 kg of sugar is 1 euro then 35 grams would be 35 cents 

Advantame would cost 10 cents per 1 kg, that means that 35 grams would be 3 cents or so. 

The price of the mocha would turn from 4 euro to 3.65 which also means a decrease of the price. 

And what do people love most, a price drop, this will increase the numbers on Mochas sold and 

everyone's going to be happy. 

Price 

Starbucks uses a premium pricing suategy. This pricing suategy takes advantage of the behavioral 

tendency of people to purchase more expensive products based on the perceived correlation 

between high price and high value. The company' s coffee products are more expensive than most 

competing products, such as McDonald' s Premium Roast. Through this pricing strategy, the 

company maintains its high-end specialty image. This part of Starbucks Coffee' s marketing mix

directly thereby helping the business maintain its premium brand image. 

We feel that Starbucks should lower the prices of the Mocha as they are, €3.50 (tall), €4.00 

(Grande) and €4.40 (venti). If they lower the prices it would lead to more purchases for the Mocha 

and bring more money in for the company if it is cheaper. It is also putting future customers away as 

their competitor prices are cheaper. 

From data collected from a survey we sent to fellow students we asked this question, 'would you use 

the store more if they offered a student discount?'. The results were that 85% of the people that 

answered said yes. This would bring in a whole other group of customers into the franchise which 

will be very beneficial for the company, and if other students see that their friends have a student 

discount card they will want one to. This would also help witl1 advertising as if there is a young face 

it would entice others to go, which is only going to help Starbucks soar even more tl1an they are. 

Place 

Currently Starbucks sells through 

. Cafes 

. Online Stores 

. Starbucks App 

. Retailers 



We felt that there wasn't much we could change about the places Starbucks can sell as it covers 

nearly all the major ways you can sell a product, it cover's online and cafe's and retail stores which 

arc mostly used by average consumers and Starbucks cafes are evenly scatter around any country you 

would go to. 

Each place is an official cafe and will sell all items Starbucks offers. 

Promotion 

Currently Starbucks promotes through: 

• Advertising

• Public relations

• Sales promotions

We felt tl1at Starbucks have promoted enough as it covers advertising both online ads and normal 

ads, Starbucks public relation is good as many people will know and recognize Starbucks as a 

premium cafe shop and is well known not just in Ireland but around the world. 

1 Million People are now ordering Starbucks on mobile every month. The average number of sales a 

Starbucks can make in one day averages around 500-1000 transactions, that's orders, not drinks, e.g. 

five drinks per order is still only one transaction. 



Evalution of Research Findings 

ame 0 

JKk McGlnley Sometimes Hot Chocolate Sometlmrs 

Alexander Considine Yes fraplchino Often 

Kate Wilcoxson YM kc, tc,a Sometimes 

Robyn Ward•Pratt Yes channel frap Olten 

Grace WrfQht Yes Frappucc1no Sometimes 

Dragos Cazan Sometimes Frappuc1no Sometimes 

Hannah Motgan y� (r.i.ppocc,no Sometimes 

Oren Metzuyanim Yes aobgg Sometimes 

Em1lyRQwe No nothing Never 

Noah Smith Sometimes hotcho<:olate Sometimes 

Ruth �c:artnc,y YM 13tte Sometimes 

Nathan Stung Yes frappuchino Sometimes 

Senan Delargy Yes hOt chocolate Sometimes 

Maya Rae Tracey Sometimes c:hocolate <.ream lata Sometimes 

Elf l.i\bldi Ho no Nc,ver 

Starbucks Survey 

15 responses 

15 

Resronses 

Average time to complete: 1 minutes and 12 seconds 

01:12 

Average time to complete 

The form status 1s Acttve 

1. Do you go to Starbucks in Dundrum?

.. 

I donl know Ye: 

eh the<e ok Yt" 

yc,s Ye!• 

ya Ye 

Ho Ye: 

too expensive Ye. 

no Ye,! 

nahhhhhhhhhhhhh Ye" 

wah No 

t think they are a bit ex No 

m.lybc, Yo• 

No Ye 

no as very expenStve an, Ye: 

yes No 

no No 



Yes 

No 

Sometimes 

Often 

Sometimes 

Never 

Yes 

No 

9 

2 

4 

2. What do you buy?

15 

Responses 

Latest Responses 

"chocolate creain lata" 

''hot chocolate" 

3. How often would you go?

2 

11 

2 

4. Do you think the prices arc reasonable for students?

15 

Responses 

Latest Responses 

''no" 

''yes" 

''no as very expensive and us students have limited funds" 

5. Would you use the store more if they offered a student discount?

11 

4 

6. Do you think they offer enough of a variety?



Yes 12 

No 3 

Conclusion 

From our research, our conclusion is that Starbucks has cover promotion and place almost perfectly, 

the areas of improvement in Starbucks marketing mix is the product itself (how healthy the beverage 

is) and the price (how much the beverage costs, if they could include student discounts, etc.). 

Recommendations 

Our recommendations for Starbucks is for it to remove the Mocha's normal sugar and replace it 

with Advantame (the amount can depend on how sweet it is, if it's too sweet, use less, if it's not 

sweet enough, use more, experiment until you get a good result.) and for Starbucks to offer a 

student discount or have a student discount card. Otherwise we though Starbucks is doing great 

now. 

Sources: 

https:/ /www.starbucks.ie/ 

http:/ /www.sugar-and-sweerener-guide.com/ advantame.html 

h reps:// wv.rw. fas tfoodrnenu prices.corn/ s tarbucks-prices /?redir 

h reps:/ /bizfl uen r. com/ info-77 53520-s rarbucks-marketing-s u·ategy .html 

h reps:// www .seartletimes.com/business / s rarbucks-rakes-uniq ue-approach-ro-rn arketing/ 

http://panmore.com/sta rbucks-coffee-ma rketing-m ix-4ps-ana lysis 

http://www.caffieneinformer.com/caffine-content/starbucks-grande-caffe-mocha 

http://www. ma rketi ngteacher.com/sta rb ucks-ma rketi ng-m ix 

http://ww.nbrii.com/blog/the-customer-experience-starbucks/ 

Survey 

http://panmore.com/starbucks-coffee-marketing-mix-4ps-analysis 

https://www.google.ie/search ?q=how+many+calories+in+a+kg +of+sugar&rlz= 1 C 1 VFKB en 
I E602 IE609&oq=how+many+calories+in+a+kg+of+sugar&aqs=chrome .. 69i57j0 .10056j0j7 & 

sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8 



Starbucks Survey 

15 01:12 Active 

Responses Average time to complete Status 

1. Do you go to Starbucks in Dundrum?

• Yes 

No 

• Sometimes 

2. What do you buy?

15 
Responses 

3. How often would you go?

• Often 

Sometimes

• Never

9 

2 

4 

2 

11 

2 

4. Do you think the prices are reasonable for students?

15 
Responses 

Latest Responses 

"no
0 

"chocolate cream lat a" 

"hot chocolate" 

Latest Responses 

"no
11 

'yes" 

"no as very expensive and us students have limited funds" 



5. Would you use the store more if they offered a student discount?

• Yes

No

11 

4 

6. Do you think they offer enough of a variety?

• Yes

No

12 

3 



Current Starbucks Marketing Mix 

Product 

In order to hold its market position Starbucks provides premium product to its customers with an 

unforgettable experience. They position themselves in the market by continuously innovating their 

product and delivering high quality coffee. 

Understanding the perishable nature of coffee, Schultz made sure to monitor every step involved 

in the production of coffee. Hence, they bought whole bean and dark roast coffee from places 

such as Kenya, Sumatra, Costa Rica and Ethiopia. They roasted these coffees in their own plant 

and sold them through their stores 

To keep up the momentum and satisfy their customers, Starbucks expanded its coffee and food 

categories, which was 8 and 7 initially. They are innovating their products continuously and have 

also launched Tazo Tea to attract all the tea lovers in India. Across the world, Starbucks has more 

than 1000 different variants being offered to their customers. Even though they were a little late 

to introduce tea, they selected the process of brand localization to make it popular. Along with 

this, they also offer customers different products from season to season such as Frappuccino, 

strawberry cream in summers and different lattes such as gingerbread latte in Christmas. In the 

Starbucks store you can also find Starbucks cappuccino and coffee makers. 

Price 

Price is used to find out the value of a product. The company has always put in their best to offer 

high value products to the customers. They buy the best quality coffee beans and make sure that 

their staff is efficiently and effectively trained. This is reflected in their price, because a Starbucks 

coffee is not cheap, and it uses premium pricing because of the experience that it offers. 

However, to have a competitive edge, Starbucks started with a $1 bottomless cup of coffee, which 

was not only 50 cents cheaper from their other coffees, but the customer could also refill it any 

number of times they wanted. Starbucks is expanding by opening stores in different parts of the 

world and so they have included various other value-added services such as breakfast pairings for 

$3.95. 

Starbucks focused on relative pricing by offering premium items. They sold whole bean coffee in 

various grocery stores in addition to other low-cost coffee items, such as drip coffees and Seattle's 

Best line. Even though Starbucks offer low cost products with high price items, they justify the 

higher price through comparison. 

Starbucks works on a simple idea - if the consumers get premium products they wouldn't mind 

paying a little more. So, for them quality is the key. The never compromise on the quality of the 

products and implements strict and stringent quality control measures along with great customer 

service to justify its price. 



For profit maximization they increase the price of certain drinks and sizes instead of the whole lot. 

By doing so, they can seizure consumer surplus from the regulars who find more value in these 

upgraded coffees. This makes it possible for the company to enjoy a higher margin from the 

customers who are ready to pay more for larger cups of coffee. 

Place 

. Cafes 

. Online Stores 

. Starbucks App 

. Retailers 

Originally, the company sold its products through Starbucks cafes. Through the Internet, the 

company now offers some of its products online. Also, Starbucks now sells some merchandise 

through retailers (example: instant coffee). In addition, the company uses the Starbucks App to 

allow customers to place their orders. This part of Starbucks' marketing mix shows how the firm 

adapts to changing times, technologies, and market conditions. 

Through these placements, Starbucks has its own bricks and mortar presence, while taking 

advantage of other retailers' bricks and mortar, and at the same time maintaining a strong online 

offering for its "dry" products and equipment. In this, Starbucks has hit the marketing placement 

sweet spot. 

Promotion 

Starbucks did not invest a lot of money on advertisement. While McDonalds spent around 727.7 

million dollars on advertisement in 2007, Starbucks only invested 16.6 million dollars. Starbucks 

used their extra cash on finding and acquiring the best places for their outlets. They organized a 

huge event in the places where they could open new stores. They also had many other 

promotional activities, which included printing information on tee shirts and mugs. Apa rt from this 

they also came up with the concept of smart partnerships. This meant appointing local 

representatives as their ambassadors to endorse their brand. 

Starbucks had gift cards for their customers. This idea promoted their product not only to their 

loyal customers but attracted new customers as it helped them with free advertisement. They also 

provided coffee to various offices without any size restrictions. Even though they do not have an 

official slogan they do have an official mission, which is "To inspire and nurture the human spirit

one person, one cup and one neighborhood at a time." 

Starbucks have relied heavily on word of mouth, which provided beneficial for them as it increased 

their brand awareness and brand loyalty. Today, Starbucks have above 27 millions of fans on 

Facebook and more than 2 million followers on twitter. With its trendiness and creativity 

freshness, Starbucks has established itself all over the world. 



References: 

https ://www. mar keti ng91. com/ma rket1 ng-m ix-of-sta rbucks/ 



New Starbucks Marketing Mix 

Product 

We want to change the product because it's not healthy, so we came up with a healthy 

alternative. 

Sugars 35g is contained in a Mocha Grande, 2% milk and whipped cream 

If 1kg is 1 euro, then 35 grams would be 35 cents 

Advantame would cost 10 cents per 1 kg, that means that 35 grams would be 3 cents or so. 

Approved in the E.U as food additive 969 so it is an approved artificial sweetener. 

It has zero calories compared to 35 grams of sugar which is 11 calories, so it is considerably 

healthier. 

Cost cheaper too which would increase the profit and sale rate as some people or most people 

would prefer to stay healthy and here is a product that is healthy and tastes better than average 

sugar and is an approved sweetener which also means it's safe. 

Price 

Starbucks uses a premium pricing strategy. This pricing strategy takes advantage of the 

behavioral tendency of people to purchase more expensive products based on the perceived 

correlation between high price and high value. The company's coffee products are more 

expensive than most competing products, such as McDonald's Premium Roast. Through this 

pricing strategy, the company maintains its high-end specialty image. This part of Starbucks 

Coffee's marketing mix directly thereby helping the business maintain its premium brand image. 

We feel that Starbucks should lower the prices of the Mocha as they are, €3.50 (tall), €4.00 

(Grande) and €4.40 (venti). If they lower the prices it would lead to more purchases for the 

Mocha and bring more money in for the company if it is cheaper. It is also putting future 

customers away as their competitor prices are cheaper. 

From data collected from a survey we sent to fellow students we asked this question, 'would you 

use the store more if they offered a student discount?'. The results were that 85% of the people 

that answered said yes. This would bring in a whole other group of customers into the franchise 

which will be very beneficial for the company, and if other students see that their friends have a 

student discount card they will want one to. This would also help with advertising as if there is a 

young face it would entice others to go, which is only going to help Starbucks soar even more 

than they are. 

Promotion 



 

1. Advertising

2. Public relations

3. Sales promotions

The company advertises its products through television, print media and the Internet, which 

makes it have a wide arrange of promotions that does not need to be improved. 




